
Realtime-XLS™

Our powerful and intuitive, real-time loyalty solution, 
Realtime-XLS, tracks and rewards all customer 
transactions, delivering a seamless experience which 
strengthens loyalty and drives profitability.

Drive 
engagement 
and influence 
every interaction

http://collinsongroup.com
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Get to know your customers

We understand the importance of connecting with your 
customers the right way at the right time with the right offers, 
every time. So we developed our enterprise-grade loyalty 
management solution, Realtime-XLS, to do just that.

The powerful rules engine at the heart of this high-performing platform 
effortlessly tracks and rewards, in real-time, every customer transaction and 
interaction across all channels. 

Realtime-XLS enables you to understand and influence spending, earning and 
redemption behaviours through targeted campaigns and communications. 
It’s the perfect solution to gain valuable customer insights to strengthen 
loyalty and drive profitability.

23+ million daily  
loyalty transactions

100+ million  
end customers

A network of  
2 million retailers

https://www.collinsongroup.com/
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Put loyalty at the heart of your business with smarter customer engagement

 Real-time rewards

Offer your customers a more enjoyable shopping experience, 
earning rewards and instant gratification at the moment of 
payment, both in-store and online. With the ability to earn across 
channels, these real-time rewards, such as discounts or paper/
digital coupons, help deliver an enhanced customer experience.

 Intelligent targeting

With the powerful Realtime-XLS rules engine you can easily 
configure and adjust every element of your loyalty programme. 
Recency, frequency, monetary value, events, basket content and 
customer segments can all be tracked and used to create highly-
targeted earning and redemption opportunities for your customers.

 Customer identification

Multiple, unique identifiers can be linked to a single customer 
account, doing away with the need for a separate loyalty card, 
offering your customer a seamless shopping experience.

 Deeper insights

Generate insights into your customers’ behaviour and your 
programme performance with our full suite of reporting and 
descriptive analytical tools. Key metrics help you understand what 
drives your customers’ shopping habits – creating insights that can 
optimise your programme and drive profitability. 

 Flexible redemption 

Give your customer the flexibility to redeem how and when they 
choose, both at POS in-store and on your e-commerce site – with 
the ability to pay with points, use coupons, even redeem points for 
experiences. You can even define non-points based rewards for 
your customers to truly differentiate your offering.

JJF-TS-SML-GN  SKU based offers

With item-based/SKU offers you gain the ability to push sales of 
specific products by setting up targeted promotions and offers on 
them – you can also manage exclusions in the same way. With four 
levels of categorisation, you can easily tailor the structure of your 
campaigns based on the needs of your business.

 Supports multiple programmes

Run multiple concurrent loyalty programme promotions, where 
points are funded by different parties i.e. double points run by you 
and bonus points run by your supplier. Simple points multiplier 
rules can be defined, as well as the liability.

 Integrated with success

With our set of APIs you can easily integrate loyalty initiatives 
into your own and existing payment systems, front-end or mobile 
applications and e-commerce sites. Realtime-XLS can be deployed 
on premises or through cloud-based, managed services. 

https://www.collinsongroup.com/
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Segmented campaigns Account management

Loyalty operator reports

Multiple programme promotions

Analytics portal

POS/ePOS/e-commerce Loyalty APIs

Non-points promotions Merchant  
portal/mPOS engage

SKU/Item-based offers Member portal

Earn and  
burn

Onboarding 
management

Management 
performance

A flexible and scalable solution that unites all of your loyalty needs

JJF-TS-SML-GN

https://www.collinsongroup.com/
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Loyalty solutions
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Realtime-XLS is part of our innovative suite of loyalty solutions and services that deliver 
smarter experiences to drive more profitable relationships. 

Our full loyalty solutions suite:

 Points Redemption

SmartRedeem Store  
Online, proprietary, own-branded 
redemption store with multiple redemption 
options for a better experience.

SmartRedeem Travel 
Online travel catalogue redemption 
platform delivering valuable rewards for 
your customers.

 Points Earning

SmartEarn 
Online, proprietary, own-branded insight-
driven points earning portal.

SmartLink 
Clever in-store points earning solution 
delivering automatic points accumulation.

 Loyalty Platforms

SmartEngage 
Scalable customer engagement platform 
for travel and retail.

Realtime-XLS 
Enterprise-grade, real-time loyalty 
solution to track and reward all 
customer transactions.

 Comms Platform

SmartConnect 
Multi-channel, data-driven communication 
platform for 121 engagement.

https://www.collinsongroup.com/
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About Collinson
Collinson is a global loyalty and benefits company. We craft 
customer experiences that enable some of the world’s best-known 
brands to acquire, engage and retain the most demanding, choice-
rich customers. 

Our loyalty experts differentiate our clients’ propositions using our 
unique combination of loyalty strategy, award-winning solutions 
and loyalty services. We drive long-term engagement by creating 
deeper, more meaningful connections. 

We have 30 years’ experience working with brands in the 
retail, travel and financial services industries globally to create 
engagement and loyalty, deliver enriched travel experiences, and 
protect and assist their customers in times of need. Our clients 
include American Express, British Airways, Cathay Pacific, Esprit, 
Hackett, Jumeirah, Mastercard, Melia, Radisson Hotel Group, 
Saudia, Sephora, Tory Burch and Visa.

Contact us
  collinsongroup.com
  info@collinsongroup.com

https://www.collinsongroup.com/
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